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Zen and Material Culture. Edited by Pamela D. Winfi eld and Steven Heine. 

Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2017. xxxiv, 316 pages. $99.00, cloth; 

$34.95, paper.

Reviewed by
Bruce Coats

Scripps College

Zen and Material Culture provides a variety of perspectives on how Zen 

traditions in Japan can be understood. Several essays would be appropriate 

for undergraduates, while others are clearly intended for specialists more 

familiar with the history of Chan/Zen in China/Japan. An analysis of art-

works by two Buddhist nuns, a survey of the history and arts of the Obaku 

Zen temple of Manpukuji, interpretations of rags in the Soto Zen tradition, 

a critical examination of Rinzai Zen retail businesses in the United States, 

and an essay that challenges the reported relationships of Zen to the Japa-

nese tea ceremony would all have appeal to college students studying the 

history, arts, and literatures of Zen. Of interest to Buddhist scholars would 

be the history and symbolism of a monk’s walking stick or fl y whisk, the 

changing uses and meanings of prayer beads, historical interpretations of 

the Buddhist robes, and Dogen’s theoretical approaches to temple building. 

The authors include four art historians and fi ve from Buddhist studies; all 

are interested in deciphering the material cultures associated with Japanese 

Zen and dispelling long-held stereotypes in the West that Zen transcends 

worldly “things.” By using interdisciplinary methods, they bring valu-

able insights on how familiar objects of Zen practice “materialize abstract 

idea(l)s into concrete form,” making this volume an important contribution 

to cultural studies and Buddhist studies (p. xvi).

Patricia Fister provides excellent biographical studies of two nuns who 

became abbesses of imperial convents, in “Visual Culture in Japan’s Impe-

rial Rinzai Zen Convents: The Making of Objects as Expressions of Reli-

gious Devotion and Practice.” Daitsu Bunchi (1619–97), an imperial prin-

cess, was well educated but not trained as an artist. In 1656, she founded the 

convent Enshō-ji outside Nara and established a rigorous spiritual training 

program. There she created rather crude clay fi gurines in memory of her 

teachers and her father Emperor Go-Mizunoo (1596–1680), and arranged 

hair and nail clippings from her father into Chinese characters as an act of 

devotion. She also copied sutras using drops of her own blood mixed with 

the ink to demonstrate her spiritual sincerity. In contrast, Tokugan Rihō 

(1672–1745) studied Kano School painting and produced accomplished 

portraits of famous priests and nuns past and present, as well as images of 

Sakyamuni, Kannon, and Bodhidharma, for use in the imperial convent 

Hōkyō-ji, where she became abbess in 1689. For more than a decade, Fister 

has been carefully documenting the lives of Japanese Buddhist nuns, as 
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artists, collectors, and spiritual leaders, and her writings have greatly ad-

vanced understanding of an important segment of Asian art history. In this 

article, she provides extensive endnotes that link to photographs of these 

various artworks, but only three illustrations are published with this essay. 

Other authors in this volume were similarly limited; for a book on material 

culture, more illustrations would be appropriate.

Patricia Graham’s essay “The Importance of Imports: Ingen’s Chinese 

Material Culture at Manpukuji” also only has three illustrations. She too pro-

vides endnotes to fi nd images, but most of these refer to Japanese- language 

publications and limited circulation exhibition catalogues, so this rich fi eld 

of research is still not well known in the West. Graham has written about 

Manpukuji in other books, but here she offers a capsule history of an im-

portant temple, its founder Yinyuan Longqi (aka Ingen Ryūki 1592–1684) 

who introduced Huangpo/Obaku sect Zen from China, the Chinese artists 

he brought with him, and the various objects he imported that have given 

Manpukuji a distinctive look and importance in later Japanese arts.

Because Manpukuji is located close to Kyoto, it has attracted Japanese 

who are interested in Ming Dynasty culture and has directly affected many 

generations of visitors who were inspired by the exotic architecture, realistic 

portrait paintings, and humanistic sculpted fi gures. At a time when much 

of Japan was closed to foreign infl uence, Manpukuji played a vital role in 

shaping Japan’s perceptions of China and understandings of recent conti-

nental and global developments. Obaku Zen deserves more such thoughtful 

analyses.

Paula Arai has written an engaging article, “The Zen of Rags,” which 

provides amusing anecdotes and thoughtful interpretations on how Soto 

Zen nuns view their worldly environment, including cloths used for clean-

ing fl oors and furniture. Based on careful readings of Dogen’s Eihei Kōroku 

and Shōbōgenzō, Arai provides insights into “the meaning and metaphysics 

of Zen rags” (p. 252) and “how exemplary they are at actualizing Buddha-

nature” (p. 238). Dogen wrote that common everyday items are the sources 

of enlightenment, and Arai carefully rephrases Dogen’s texts to clarify the 

role of a rag; for example, she writes:

I replace language about food with language about rags to show how Do-

gen’s teaching can be applied: “. . . dharma is itself a rag, a rag is itself 

dharma. This dharma is what is received and used by all buddhas in the 

past and future. This rag is the fulfi llment that is the joy of dharma and the 

delight of meditation.” (p. 237)

One should not see rags as dirty or clean but as being what they are at 

that specifi c moment, revealing “the dynamics of enlightenment in every-

day monastic and domestic spheres” (p. 230). As you move the rag, the rag 

moves you. My students enjoyed this.
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Greg Levine turns our attention to contemporary Zen retailing, ana-

lyzing the display tables, bookshelves, retail catalogues, and online sites of 

The Monastery Store in “Zen Sells Zen Things: Meditation Supply, Right 

Livelihood, and Buddhist Retail.” He explores, in particular, “the appro-

priation and adaptation of mainstream business operations by Zen commu-

nities to support practice and outreach, in which market share, profi t, and 

investor returns are irrelevant” (p. 259). He surveys the inventory, describ-

ing what he found and mentioning “Zenny commercial products” not being 

sold (p. 279). He briefl y describes American Zen retailing in the postwar pe-

riod when many Buddhist communities were established around the United 

States and explores what “right livelihood” has meant at different times 

and places. With wit, he discusses “the apparent contradiction or irony of 

shopping for products that may lead one to non-materialistic awakening” 

(p. 281). While the economics of Zen in Japan and the United States is not 

often mentioned in temple histories, the exchanging of goods and paying of 

bills are, of course, important to sustaining a monastery and its many com-

munities. Levine opens new areas of inquiry into the nuts and bolts, bricks 

and mortar, of selling Zen.

Morgan Pitelka challenges the statement that “tea and Zen have the 

same fl avor” in “Form and Function: Tea Bowls and the Problem of Zen 

in Chanoyu” (p. 70). His critical review of historical documents for direct 

links between Zen and the origins of the Japanese tea ceremony fi nds that 

fi fteenth-century evidence is scarce. He questions the purported close rela-

tionship between the Zen master Ikkyū Sōjun (1394–1481) and Murata Jukō 

(1423–1502), “the so-called father of rustic (wabi) tea practice,” because “it 

is unsubstantiated in the contemporaneous documentary evidence” (p. 77). 

Pitelka then surveys tea ceremony utensils long associated with Jukō and 

notes that such connections are often based on seventeenth-century texts 

closely tied to authenticating items for cultural and monetary values, and 

that “Jukō tea bowls” is a “shorthand reference to their style” rather than to 

some expression of Zen concepts by Jukō (p. 80). Similarly, Pitelka closely 

examines tea bowls associated with Sen no Rikyū (1522–91) and posits that 

“new ceramic styles embraced by Rikyū and his contemporaries . . . do 

not explicitly relate to Zen in any substantive form” but are domestically 

produced reactions to imported Chinese and Korean ceramics” (p. 87). 

Such opinions are at odds with longstanding orthodox views in Japanese 

tea ceremony circles but refreshing in that tea bowls and other objects can 

have more complex histories and signifi cances than being restricted to “the 

objectives of Zen” (p. 96).

Steven Heine wrote “Thy Rod and Thy Staff, They Discomfort Me: Zen 

Staffs as Implements of Instruction” about walking staffs, hitting sticks, 

fl y whisks, and scepters carried by Zen prelates and often pictured in their 

portraits. He begins by citing numerous examples of staffs being used in 
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Chinese gong’an/Japanese kōan collections, such as the Blue Cliff Record 

(Ch: Bìyán Lù; J: Hekiganroku) of 1125 and the Gateless Gate (Ch: Wúmén-
guān; J: Mumonkan) of 1228, and in Dogen’s Shōbōgenzō (written 1231–53). 

When carried by Zen teachers, these implements are symbols, foremost, of 

authority within the monastic community and outside temple walls. And in 

many stories, they are used in exchanges between teachers and students, in 

unexpected whacks and thumps but also in verbal comments such as Gate-
less Gate case 44: “If you have a staff, I will give you a staff. If you have 

no staff, I will take it from you” (p. 20). Heine sensitively explores these 

many examples to better understand how an implement can be a symbol of 

authenticity and serve “as an important nonverbal instrument for delivering 

a reprimand or manifesting through actions, instead of words, a demon-

stration of spiritual prowess that is a crucial part of the process of training 

disciples” (p. 7). Such detailed discussions of specifi c text examples are 

certainly of interest to Buddhist scholars, who are encouraged to view such 

narratives in broader perspectives.

Michaela Mross considers prayer beads, used by monastics and laity 

alike. After a brief history of prayer beads in Asia and a description of their 

various components, she focuses on Soto sect initiation documents (kiri-
gami) from the Tokugawa period that are related to rosaries. These single 

sheets of paper were transmitted from master to disciple and explained the 

signifi cance and use of prayer beads. Particular deities are identifi ed with 

certain beads, and the whole rosary is like a cosmic diagram (mandala). 

She identifi es different transmission traditions and then investigates how 

prayer beads have been popular temple souvenirs and have even become in-

corporated into Buddhist wedding ceremonies, joining the bride and groom 

in prayer. To many lay people, prayer beads are talismans, bringing good 

fortune or protecting the wearer from evil or misfortune. Mross notes that 

the beads “do not have meanings in themselves. Users bring the objects to 

life and invest them with meanings” (p. 126). Such rosaries are not limited 

to Zen traditions, though, and her research indicates that spiritual associa-

tions have been fl uid since medieval times.

Diane Riggs discusses Buddhist garments in “Golden Robe or Rubbish 

Robe? Interpretations of the Transmitted Robe in Tokugawa Period Zen 

Buddhist Thought.” Intrigued by an exhibition of Buddhist robes (kesa) that 

included elaborate brocades designed to look like humble patchwork pieces, 

she explores the traditions of robes and the debates over transmissions of 

clothing from the time of the Historical Buddha in India to eighteenth-

century Japan, when the colors and designs of robes became political. At 

length, she describes controversies over what type of garments were offered 

to Sakyamuni by his stepmother and how those robes were given to others—

debates that involved how Pali texts were translated into Chinese at differ-

ent times with divergent descriptions of the fabrics. In Japan, the Tokugawa 

shogunate became concerned with the decadence of Buddhist institutions 
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and especially with the use of expensive garments. Riggs reviews the opin-

ions of different Buddhist sects and what textual sources they cited in their 

arguments about “golden robes” and transmission of the dharma. She notes 

that much discussion had already occurred before Zen scholar-monks in the 

eighteenth century became involved in efforts to justify luxurious textiles 

“in terms of religious ideology” (p. 199). Seeing sumptuous robes in a mu-

seum with these problems of translations and protocols in mind gives new 

insight to “golden robes” pretending to be “rubbish robes.”

In “Materializing the Zen Monastery,” Pamela Winfi eld details how 

Dogen conceived of his monastic compound of Kōshō-ji, outside Kyoto, 

investigating his experiences in China, his interpretations of Daoist cos-

mology, and his efforts to fundraise for a new temple. Dogen planned a 

complex of halls for this fi rst Soto Zen monastery in Japan, laid out accord-

ing to his recollections of Chan temples. Winfi eld carefully analyzes the 

Luoshu magic square diagrams of yin and yang values and notes that Dogen 

turned the arrangement upside down to suggest that the Buddha’s “illumina-

tion permeates the entire compound” (p. 49). She further explores Dogen’s 

descriptions of the temple in relationship to its forested surroundings and 

how buildings and nature come together “to perform the Buddha’s work” 

(p. 42). Although Dogen’s original temple no longer exists, his texts about 

his intentions and his comments in fundraising sessions provide Winfi eld 

with important insights into “his enlightened and enlightening methods for 

materializing the Zen monastery in Japan” (p. 65).

This volume brings new perspectives and methodologies to the material 

and visual dimensions of Zen. Some essays are appropriate for undergradu-

ate courses, while others would certainly interest scholars in religious stud-

ies and women’s studies.

In Search of the Way: Thought and Religion in Early-Modern Japan, 1582–
1860. By Richard Bowring. Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2017. xii, 

329 pages. $115.00.

Reviewed by
Matthias Hayek

Université Paris Diderot, CRCAO, SPC

Readers of Hergé’s world-famous comic book Tintin have known for quite 

some time: “one must fi nd the Way.” Such is the imperative placed upon the 

Belgian reporter, in The Blue Lotus, by the madness-stricken Didi, suppos-

edly quoting “Lao-tzu.” The poor soul then offers to behead the young man 

and his dog Snowy in order to help them fi nd their own Way.
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